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This research focused on the students’ problems in speaking as 
performance especially in making presentation at the third year of English 
Education Department, both linguistic and nonlinguistic problems. The research 
was aimed to find out the students' problems in speaking as performance and to 
find the causal factors of students' problems in speaking as performance.  
This research used mix method, the subject of this research was fift 
semester students of English education ,UIN Alauddin Makassar. The researcher 
used speaking test in making presentation, giving interview and questionaire as 
the tools of data collection. 
The finding showed that the students' problems were linguistic and 
nonlinguistic problems. Linguistic problems included lack of vocabulary with 
percentage 100%, poor in grammar 87.5%, poor in pronunciation 68.75%, while 
in nonlinguistic included fear of making mistake 68.75%, lack of confident 
81.25%, and apprehention of other evaluation 20%. Furthermore the causal 
factors of students' problems in making presentation included five factors the 
factors that dominated students' when making presentation the first was lack of 
vocabulary, poor in grammar, lack of confident, while poor in pronunciation and 
fear of making mistake had the same position. Although apprehention of other 
evaluation do not directly faced of students problems in speaking as performance 
but however it is also a supporting factor for students when presenting. 
In conclusion, linguistic problems was the most problems that students' 
often faced in speaking as performance especially in making presentation, while 
in the causal factors there were five tha often faced by students' when presentation 
they are lack of vocabulary, poor in grammar, lack of confident, fear of making 









This chapter presents the introduction of the ressearch. This chapter 
consist of background, research problems, research objectives, research 
significances, research scope, and definition of key term. 
A. Background 
Speaking skills is an important aspect to acquire when learning a second or  
foreign language, and the success of learning the language is measured from the 
performance of learners to speak the language learned. However most people 
learning a language have a goal to be able to speak so that they can communicate. 
According to (syllabus of UIN Alauddin Makassar) speaking skills in 
academic course in university especially in UIN Alauddin Makassar has three 
purposes.First is speaking for general communication, second is speaking in 
professional contexts, and the third is speaking for academic purposes. Speaking 
is the last step from four language skills (reading, writing, listening and speaking). 
Speaking also used twice as much as reading and writing in our communication, 
speaking has usually been compared to writing, both being called "productive 
skills” speaking also defined as a process of contructing meaning that involves 
producing, receiving and processing information. The form and meaning is 
depend on the context which is consist, from the purposes speaking of the 
participants (Burns & Joyce, 1997). 
There are two functions of speaking depend on people communicate such 
as transmiting messages to other people, and the second is they want something to 
build relationship with others. Thus, two things are important speaking. “The 





2001:46). Speaking also is a type of spoken discourse that is aimed at transmitting 
information in front of audience and it also refers to process of communication by 
involving two or more people it is called performance speaking (Richards in 
Kaharuddin 2017:80). 
Speaking as performance refers to public speaking that focus on 
transmitting information in front of audience, and usually delivered monolog 
(Richards, 2015).Making the message or information can be acceptable of 
audience is the main focus, rather than the audience and how they communicate 
each others.Many people assumed that performance speaking was difficult than 
others spoken language, because it used formal language and using oral 
presentation and the speakers have to pay attention to the form and functions that 
we want to transmit. 
There are two kinds of performance speaking skills, they are speech and 
classroom presentation.According to Kaharuddin et al., (2017)  the both kinds of 
performance speaking is aimed to make an effective speaking when the students 
do public spaking, and to make an effort that the audience easy to understand 
what the speakers said.The two kinds above giving information to the students 
thow to be a good speaker as native speaker do, performance speaking is one of 
spoken discourse that important to know especially students of english education. 
Based on the syllabus at major of English Education Departement in the 
first semester and the third semester that the aimed of learning speaking are the 
students have ability and strategy of public speaking in accordance with the 
context and situation. According to Ikhfi Imaniah (2018) students are able to 
describe the important information in the form of presentations with power point 
media.Besides that, the basic competencies that students must achieve in speaking 





presentation, body language can help students to be good in presentation.But there 
were students who still having difficulties in fulfilling these learning goals even 
though they have already done presentate their material with the media power 
point. 
Based on preliminary research of the third year students’ English 
Education Department, the researcher conclude that the students had some 
problems when they were in performance, eventhough they were mastering the 
material before but when theyin performance they had some problems that should 
to avoid such as anxiety, lack of vocabulary, forgot the content. The most 
dominated the students when they were speak english in front of class, they can’t 
control their selves. According to Horwitz(2011) all of these problems is 
categorize into two problems such as (Linguistic and Nonlinguistic problems). 
Linguistic problems there are 3 types, (lack of vocabulary, poor in grammar, poor 
in pronounciation) and Nonlinguistic problems are (fear of making mistake, lack 
of confident, and apprehention of other evaluation). This problems also faced by 
the other learners, they all from students of English Education Study Program of 
FKIP Tanjungpura University Pontianak by Dea Aris Fitriani at all. The 
researcher found that psychological problems was the most problems that the 
students faced. 
In this case showed that not all of English language learners after fourth 
years study can communicate fluently, and accurately Ahmad Wael et all (2018). 
Even thought they were already know and have ability to speak, they tend to have 
low performance and inaffective when they have to communicate or speak up in 
front of public. Furthemore students do not know what kinds of problems that 
they faced and how to solved the problems. Thus problems also happened to the 





speak English but if they were in performance they will lose their selfconfidence, 
even they had study about speaking until two years. According to Brown & yule, 
1983 in Nguyen Hoang Tuan et al (2015: 1) spoken language production is often 
considered one of the most difficult aspects of language learning. 
Therefore, the researcher is interested to do this research  to find out more 
clearly information about what problems are faced by students when they are in 
performance speakingespecially in making a presentation, then from knowing the 
types of the problems faced by students the researcher will classify the types of 
problems faced by students assisted by existing references, then from some of 
these problem groupings the researcher will conclude and provide a solution for 
students to be able to face and speak in public as they expect. 
Based on the previous  explanation, the researcher attempt to analyze 
under the tittle; “Analyzing the Students’ Problems in Performance Speaking at 
the English Education Departement of Universitas Islam Negeri (UIN) 
Alauddin Makassar” by condacting this  research the researcher expected   that 
the result of this research can give the new informations to the students about the 
problems that they were face in performance speaking. So, these problems can 
inspirate them  to improve their performance speaking skill. And also can affect 
for the student’s career in the future. 
B. Research Problems 
Based on the explanation before, the researcher was interested in analyzing 
the students’ problems in speaking as a performance. Therefore, the research 
problem that can be formulated in a specific question as follows: 
a. What are thestudents’ problems in speaking as performanceat Universitas 





b. What are the causal factors of students’ problems in speaking as  
performance at Universitas Islam Negeri (UIN) Alauddin Makassar? 
C. Research Objectives 
Based on the research question, the objectives of the research were as 
follow. 
a. To find out students’ problems  in speaking as performance at Universitas 
Islam Negeri (UIN) Alauddin Makassar. 
b. To know thecausal factors of students’ problems in speakingas  performance 
at Universitas Islam Negeri (UIN) Alauddin Makassar.  
D. Research Significances 
The results of this research were expected to give the following benefits: 
1. Theoretical Significance  
   The research expected that the result of the research contributed 
empirical evidence to the existence of theories related to the students’ problems 
in speaking as performance especially in making a presentation and belived to be 
able to simulate the students' awernes in speaking as performance. 
2. Practical Signifance 
a. Significance for Students 
The result of this researchvery useful for students of English Education 
Department. Because,It would help the students to know what kind of problems in 
speaking as performance especially in making presentation. And it can improve 
the students speaking skill especially in speaking as performance. Also can 
anticipate the types of problems and factors that faced by students. 
b. Significance for Lecturers 
It would provide contribution to the lecturer to know the factors and what kind 





know what problems of speaking as performance that the students faced, because 
how the students learn well based on how they get information. As the result it 
would help the lecturer to be useful and  to gain information about what kind of 
the problems of students’ speaking as performance, and which was a feedback in 
designing materials and teaching strategies, also with it the lecturer would help 
the students’s to overcome the problems in performance for be better when 
students’speak. 
c. Significance for researcher  
By doing this research, the researcher would add new knowledge and 
experienced about what linguistic and nonlinguistic problems based on 
performance speaking that the students’ faced. 
E. Research Scope 
Based on the explanation of previous background there were so many problems 
that the students faced when they are in performance, and the scope of this 
research was to know what were the problems of speaking as performence 
especially in making prsentation that the students faced. Speaking as performance 
skills there are two kinds they are speech and classroom presentation, but the 
researcher focused in classroom presentation as the third year students English 
education Departement of UIN Alauddin Makassar. 
F. Oprational Defenition of Term 
There were some important terms in this research to avoid missunderstanding 
on the research “Analyzing the Students’ Problems in Performance Speaking at 









In this research the word “analyze” referring to as the ability to solve or 
describe an information or material into smaller components so that it easier to 
understand and easily to explaine. Therefore the word “analyzing” here to 
facilitate the researcher in describing the information obtained. As stated in 
oxford dictionary  analyzing is study of something by examining it’s parts or 
result of such study. According to Kaharuddin (2017:146) there are four 
activities of analysis they are: Collecting, identifying, classifying, as well as 
explaining. All of the steps is to be use in analysis for academic researchto find 
and knowing the problems of ther research. 
2. Problems  
The word problems in here is obstacles that faced by students that are not 
easy to solve, the word problems here to search some difficulties of students to 
speak when they are in performance as well as they expect. The word of problem 
also has meaning in oxford dictionary thing that is difficult to deal with or 
understand. Speaking problems are some problems that make someone lacks of 
speaking ability. According to Doris and Jessica (2007) language problems 
actually serve as one of the important reasons behind poor academic performance. 
3. Speaking as Performance 
Performance speaking skill is one of third function in speaking that focus on  
transmitting information in front of  audience monolog by using formal language 
and one-way communication.Speaking as performance here divided into two 
kindsthey are speech and classroom presentation and the researcher mean here is 
classroom presentation. 
According to Kaharuddin (2015) performance speaking refers to a process of 





So in speaking as performance focuses in giving information as well to the 
udience. Speaking as performance often called public speaking, wich is refers to 







REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Literature Review  
Literature review  is sveral theories that has same relation and goal with 
this research which supporting and relevant. 
1. Review of Related Previous Studies  
Ikhfi Imaniah (2018) in her journal “The Studens’ Difficulties In Presenting 
The Academic Speaking Presentation” The aim of the research is to observe the 
activities of the students in academic speaking classroom, to analyze the student’s 
problem in presenting the academic speaking presentation and to identify the 
student’s special needs in academic speaking presentation.The method used in this 
research is field research that is qualitative, while the analysis of the data used 
descriptive analysis. The focus of the research is on the student’s difficulties in 
presenting academic speaking presentation in sum up, most of the students of 
English Education Study Program of Teachers Training and Education Faculty of 
Muhammadiyah University are lack of: 1) Goal setting on their academic 
speaking presentation, 2) Prioritization on what the essential point need to be 
presented, 3) Self-awareness on themselves, while they present the presentation in 
front of the audience, 4) Self-motivation while presenting the materials, it 
connects with self-awareness; if students have improved their self-awareness so 
they will have a great deal of the information that they need to motivate 
themselves. In short, the students need to be able to motivate themselves to take 
action; 5) Planning, most of students are not planning the materials well so they 
are not able to manage their time to present the academic presentation; and 6) 
Communication skill, strong communication skills will enable the students to 





fact not all the students have good communication skill.In short, the student’s 
preparation well made their presentation is good and it also established good 
communication between the presenter and the audiences. 
Mely Ary Susilawati (2017) studied “Students’ Speaking Problems in English 
Presentation”This research focuses on the students’ speaking problems in 
presentation of sixth semester students of English Education Study Program of 
Teacher Training and Education faculty, Tanjungpura University in academic year 
2015/2016 both linguistic and nonlinguistic problems. The purpose of this 
research is to find out the most dominant and least problem faced by the sixth 
semester students in their presentation. This research used Descriptive method. 
The population of this research is sixth semester students of English education 
study program of Teacher Training and Education Faculty,Tanjungpura 
University class A and B. Sample taken from class A involved 38 students. The 
writer used questionnaire as the tools of data collection. The finding showed that 
the most dominant problem faced by the students in doing the presentation is 
vocabulary (18.94%), and the least problem in doing the presentation is fear of 
making mistake (15%). The other problems are lack of confident (17.23%), 
grammar (16.57%), and pronunciation (15.52%). 
Bram Sivadjati (2016) studied,“Strategiesin Facing Difficulties In Oral 
Presentation: A Case Study” This is a case study that aims to investigate the 
strategies used by the members of a study group in the English Language 
Education Program (ELEP) in dealing with their difficulties during an oral 
presentation. Having good skills in speaking in front of public is one of the 
competences that the learners have to master since the Faculty of Language and 
Literature often uses presentation as an assessment. Oral presentation is 





Nonetheless, many of ELE students are having a lot of problems when doing an 
oral presentation. Therefore, it is important to uncover the strategies used by 
students that have good skills in speaking in front of public. The participants of 
this study are 5 students of English Language Education major. The researcher 
uses qualitative method by using interview in revealing the student’s tactics. The 
result of this study shows that the participants have challenges such as: 
grammatical problems, having problem in understanding the topic and organizing 
the idea, difficulties in the audience’s interest, speaking speed, memorizing 
problem, anxiety, teacher expectation, and time problem. Additionally, anxiety 
becomes the biggest fear when doing an oral presentation. As for the strategies to 
overcome those problems, the participants proposed; studying more about the 
grammar, looking for the information in the internet, mastering the topic, be 
entertaining, adjusting the speed in speaking, practicing, taking a deep breath, not 
looking straight to the audiences eyes, changing your mindset and calculating the 
time. 
Tiara Widyastuti, et al in their journal (2015) “Presentation Difficulties 
Experienced by Students of English Department of Unswagati” This research is 
aimed to know how the students make the presentation in the classroom. This 
research wants to explore the students‟ difficulties in presenting the material. The 
research was conducted at Unswagati Cirebon toward fifth semester of A and B 
class. This research uses descriptive qualitative approach and use observation, and 
questionnaire as instruments in collecting data. Then the result of this research is 
presented descriptively. The findings of this research show that most of the 
students give good criteria in make presentation in the classroom, they can deliver 
the presentation well. The difficulties that faced by the student when presenting 





they often fidgeting, jiggling or swaying when they deliver the presentation, the 
student stiff when deliver the presentation and it makes presentation tedious, and 
they end the presentation with an inspiration deficit. 
Melvina and Dona Alicia, in their journal “Studens’ Problems in Giving 
Presentation a Study at STKIPPGRI of West Sumatrera”Class presentation is one 
kinds of activity that is done by the teacher in teaching and learning. In class 
presentation, the students will present the material or topic that will be discussed 
in the classroom. In presenting the material, the students get the opportunities to 
speak English well in their performance. It also gives valuable experience for 
them to prepare themselves to use English in multi society where English is a 
demanding tool for communication in our today’s life. This paper is intended to 
discuss about students’ problem in giving presentation in classroom. The data of 
this research are collected while teaching and learning process by means of 
observation, recording, and note taking. The result of the research are, students 
have some problems in delivering and content of presentation. The result indicates 
that the students need more practice to improve their speaking performance and 
take more attention about delivering technique in presentation. While, 
presentation skill need to be transferred in the classroom by the teacher to prepare 
students for their further academic career as well as future professional 
surrounding. 
The related of findings research above explained about how important to do a 
research with knowing student’s problems in making speaking presentation. The 
problems in performance speaking has some types so with do the research the 
reader and the researcher will what is the type of problems that the students face. 





types of problems in performance speaking the students will anticipate it before 
they conduct performance speaking. 
All of the previous research have a good result and that research has same 
topic with this research about the problems that the students faced in performance 
speaking. But the topic too general andnot specific, but this research will utilise 
specific explanation and specific terms about what the problems in performance 
speaking that the students face at the yeard of English Education Department UIN 
Alauddin Makassar. 
B. Partinent Ideas 
a. Speaking Skills 
Speaking is defined as an interactive process of constructing meaning 
thatinvolves producing, receiving and processing information. Its form and 
meaning are dependent on the context in which it occurs, the participants, and the 
purposes of speaking (Burns & Joyce, 1997). Speaking is defined operationally in 
this study as the secondary stage students' ability to express themselves orally, 
coherently, fluently and appropriately in a given meaningful context. Speking 
skills in foreign language as challenge for the learners, because to speak as a 
foreign language such as English requires more than knowing grammar but also 
the use of English in a real context as well as the function and form. 
In spoken discourse speaking divided into trhee types according to 
Richards in Kaharuddin (2017: 36) they are; Speaking as Interaction, Speaking as 
Transaction, and Speaking as Performence. The trhee types of spoken discourse is 
to make an effort in speaking to describe form and function as well. 
b. Speaking as a Performance 
According to Richards in Kaharuddin (2015: 6) Performance speaking as an 





use formal language in the form of monolog rather than dialog. Speaking as 
performance is also often equated with public speaking but both are different 
despite having similarities. Speaking as performance refers to formal situations 
such as presentations and speeches while public speaking refers to the general in 
terms. In addition performance speaking is more specific than public speaking. 
According to Nordquist in Kaharuddin (2015: 5) defines of public speaking 
as an oral presentation in which a speaker addresses an audience. Public speaking 
is commonly understood as face-to-face speaking between individuals and an 
audience for the purpose of communication. It is closely allied to “presenting”, 
although the latter is more often associated with commercial activity. 
c. Problems in Speaking Presentation 
Speking skill in foreign language as challenge for the learners, because to 
speak as a foreign language such as English requires more than knowing grammar 
but also the use of English in a real context as well as the function and form. 
Hayriye (2006) states that speaking is to select appropriatewords and sentences 
according to the proper social setting, audiance, situation, and subjectmatter. 
Being a fluent speaker requires many knowledge towards the language learnt 
itselfand its usage in the real communication. 
Speaking problems are some problems that make someone lacks of speaking 
ability. According to Doris and Jessica (2007) language problems actually serve 
as one of the important reasons behind poor academic performance. Based of 
oxford dictionary performance is how well or badly you do something or 
something works. The word something works is to emphasize that if students in 
performence they will do communication with one-way, and it should make the 
audience understand what the students inform. These problems may become the 





reasons why the students are having problems in their speaking are they are poor 
in grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation. Those problems are belong to 
linguistics problems.  
The oher problems also be a barrier for the students to become a good English 
speakers is the psychological problems. Xinghua (2007) states that psychological 
problems are those problems which often interfere your emotional and physical 
health, your relationships, work productivity, or life adjustment such as nervous, 
lack of self confident and afraid to speak. These problems may affect students 
performance in their speaking. This emphasizes that psychological problems also 
affect students performance in speaking. According to Khan (2005) claims in his 
research that some of his participants have psychological problems in speaking. 
This emphasizes that psychological problems also affect students performance in 
speaking. 
Horwitz in (Mely Arya Susilawati: 2017) explained six factors that 
contribute to speaking problems, they are classified into two linguistic and 
nonlinguistic problems. Linguistic problems are devided into three called lack of 
vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar. Nonlinguistic problems also classified 
into three called fear of making mistake, lack of confident, and apprehention of 
other evaluation. 
1. Linguistic Problems  
Based on the linguistic’s perspective, in linguistic problems there are three 
factors that contribute to students speaking problems, they are: grammar, 
vocabulary and pronunciation. The linguitic problems includes all of the 
difficulties found in the target language itself encountered by student who is 





Linguistics is a scientific study of language such as the study of langauge 
structure (grammar), words, and phonology. According to Spolsky& Hult (2008), 
generally linguistics comprises the detailed of vocabulary, grammar, and 
pronunciation. poor. There are some linguistics problems that affect someone in 
speaking, such as poor in grammar, lack of vocabulary and pronunciation. Those 
problems are: 
a. lack of vocabulary  
b. poor in grammar 
c. poor in pronunciation. 
a) Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is an individual word or a set of words which have specific 
meaning. vocabulary is the knowledge of meanings of words. The words come 
in at least two forms; oral and print. Oral vocabulary mis the set of words for 
which we know the meanings when we speak or read orally.  
The problems of vocabularies occur when someone is lack of vocabulary 
needed to talk and does not know how combine the vocabularies into a good 
sentence. According to Khan in Dea Aris Fitriani (2005) the numbers of 
students who learn English as a foreign language have difficulties to use word 
and expression to speak. In addition, Doris and Jessica (2007) also state that in 
the real communication, nobody paid much attention to the correct grammar 
expression, but emphasized the content and how to reply. Students are 
clearlyknow what they are going to say in the source language, but when they 
have to switch the language itself into the target language such as English, 







b) Grammar  
According to DeaAriesFitriani et al (2015) grammar is a study in which 
sentences are structured and formatted, so that it may beconsidered a bit 
boring to study correct grammar since it really is worth the time and effort. 
Iflearners do not know the rules of grammar, they will never be able to 
communicate usingEnglish effectively. Grammar become difficult to the 
learners who do not learn a structere on in a time. 
c) Pronounciation  
According to Hinkel (2005: 491) a second language learner needs to 
master theindividual characteristic of the sound of a new language. 
Furthermore, it will be good for thestudents to be able to speak naturally like 
the native-speaker itself.English has become a language which connects 
people all over the world. The secondor foreign language learners are also 
demanded to speak English naturally like nativespeaker. 
2. Psychological Problems or Nonlinguistic problems 
According to DeaAriesFitriani et al (2015)psychology is the science or the 
study of the thought processes and behavior of humans and other animals in their 
interaction with the environment. Psychological problems are those problems, 
which often interfere the emotional or physical health. These psychological 
problems may bring negative effect towards student’s speaking performance. 
According to Horwitz (2011) the psychological component contributes at 
least as much and often more to language learning than the linguistic aspect”. 
Which ismean that psychological aspect is related to output process in 
communication, the students with high or strong affective filters will not be 





Here some phsycological problems that may distrub the students when they 
are speak in performance; 
a.  Fear of making mistake. 
According to mely Arya Susilawati et all (2017) Fear of making mistakes 
is a subjective feeling of tension, apprehension, nervousness, and worry 
associated with an arousal of automatic nervous system.It is tendency on 
part of some people try to avoid, and even fear communicating orally.Those 
factors may considered contribute as debilitate factors to students speaking 
ability. 
b. Lack of confident. 
According to Dea Aris Fitriani et all (2015) Over a quarter of a million 
people in this world have problems towards theirconfidence, lack of self-
confidence may bring the students into a threat of believing that they are not 
going to be a good English speaker. According to Elliot (1998:29), concept of 
self-confidence relates to self-assuredness in one’s personal judgement, 
ability, power, etc, sometimes manifested excessively. Lack of self-confidence 
also becomes a great problem which affect students’ speaking performance. It 
is difficult for the students to master English speaking if they are not confident 
with their own speaking ability. 
c. Apprehention of other evaluation. 
Horwitz (2001) has noted that communication apprehension of other 
evaluation may affect learners when practicing both L1 and L2.McCroskey 
(2015) revealed that there is a direct link between lack of confidence in 
one’s skills and reluctance to be involved in interaction with other people as 
it will directly exposes a person to be evaluated by other people. It makes 
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This research was conducted by choosing students English Education at UIN 
Alauddin Makassar who have problems in performance speaking as data to be 
taught speaking especially in making presentation. According to Richard (2008) 
the central of performance speaking is developing classroom speaking activities, 
transmitting information from a speaker to a group which using formal language. 
The researcher decides to find out what problems in speaking as performance that 
the students face in presentation in the classroom, the calssroom presentation it’s 
aim to know what are the problems of the students.  
There were two problems that the researcher want to know they are: 
Linguistic problems with trhee types (lack of vocabulary, poor in grammar, and 
poor in pronounciation). According to Spolsky & Hult (2008), generally 
linguistics comprises the detailed of vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation. 
Linguistics problems are those problems which make students speaking ability 
become poor. And the second problems may the learners can have is the 
Nonlingusitic problems which consist of two: (fear of making mistake, lack of 
confident, apprhention of other evaluation), Xinghua (2007) states that 
psychological problems are those problems which often interfere your emotional 
and physical health, your relationships, work productivity, or life adjustment such 
as nervous, lack of self confident and afraid to speak. These problems may affect 







 This chapter consist of research method, subject of the research, time and 
place, research instrument, data collecting procedure, and data analysis technique.  
A. Research Design 
The researcher had analyze the students’ problems of speaking as 
performance, This research usedmix-method research design. Mixed method 
research combines quantitative and qualitative research design by including 
both of the data in a single study.The main purpose of mixed-methods 
research is to use the advantages of both quantitative and qualitative research 
designs and data collection strategies to understand a phenomenon more fully 
than is possible using eitherquantitative and qualitative design alone (Gay& 
Mills, 2016).There are three common, basic types of mix methods research 
design: 
a. Explanatory sequential (also known as the QUAN   qual) design 
b. Exploratory sequential (also known as the QUAL   quan) design 
c.  Convergent parallel (also known as the QUAN + QUAL) design 
 The researcher here used explanatory sequential design to complete the 
research. Explanatory sequential design involves the collection and analysis of 
quantitative data followed by the collection and analysis of qualitative data. The 
explanatory design (QUAN → qual) is where one would start off with a quantitative 
method to test theories or concepts, and then to follow up with qualitative methods 





Clark, 2011). The priority is given to the quantitative data, and the findings are 
integrated during the interpretation phase of the study. 
B. Research Variable 
 The kinds of variables related to research consisted of an independent and 
dependent variable. According to Arikunto (2013), the independent variable is the 
variable that was influenced by another variable to achieve what is expected by 
the researcher. Whereas, the dependent variable is the result that is 
expectedthrough the implementation of the independent variable. this research 
consisted of two variables they were the students' problems as independent 
variable, and speaking as performance as dependent variable. 
C. Subject of the Research 
The subjectof this research involved the third year students of English 
Education Department of UIN Alauddin Makassar. 
1. Population 
 A population is a group of elements or cases, whether individuals, objects, 
or events, that conform to specific criteria and to which we intend to generalize 
the results of the research(Kaur, 2013).  
 The population of this research was the fifth semester of  English 
Education Departent. Sukardi (2010: 53) states that the population is all 
members of a group of objects that live together in one place and planned to be 
the target of the conclusion of the end result of a study.  
2. Sample 
The sample of this research was 16 random students, The sample is a 
partial or representative of the population of the study (Arikunto 2006: 
131).According to Consuelo at all (2003) in Sudaryono (2017) Random 





to be the subject of research. The reseaon why the researcher use simple random 
sampling because there was no the specific criteria that determined by the 
researcher . no prior study can measure the level of population uniformity.  
D. Time and Placeof the Research 
In collecting the data, the researcher conducted the research in july 2019. And 
the researcher  conducted the research for trhee weeks, the research took  a place 
at UIN Alauddin Makassar located at Jl. Sultan Alauddin No. 36 Samata, Gowa, 
Sulawesi Selatan. 
E. Research Instrument 
Frankles (2005) in Ahmad Wael stated that instrument is the device the 
researcher uses to collect data. In this research the researcher has used.  
1. Speaking Test in Making a Presentation 
The researcher used speaking test in making presentation to know the 
problems that faced by students’ the third year of English Education 
Department, and the researcher found information about Students’ problems 
in speaking as performance by using data from the speaking test in making 
presentation. 
According to Sudaryono (2017) tests as a data collection instrument are a 
series of questions or exercises that are used to measure the level of problems 
experienced by someone, skills and etc.In term of speaking test the students’ 
did speaking test in making presentation by using power point as a media to 
facilitate them.Further, video recorder or audio recorder needed to record the 








Interview are questions that are submitted verbally to the students, who are 
considered able to provide information or explanations deemed necessary. 
According to Nasution in Sudaryono (2003: 113). Interviews are a form of 
verbal communication, which aims to obtain information. interview is aime at 
obtaining data from individuals are carried out individually. 
The researcher used semi-structural interview. It means the researcher 
brought references, which contained a broad outline about some things that he 
wanted to ask.Semi-structured interview selected as the means of data 
collection because of two primary considerations. The first is that they are well 
suited for the exploration of the perceptions and opinions of respondents 
regarding complex and sometimes sensitive issues and enable probing for more 
information and clarification of answers. The second is that the varied 
professional, educational and personal histories of the sample individual 
precluded the use of a standardized interview schedule. 
The researcher given interview to the third year students of English 
Education Department with some questions related to the students’ activity in 
classroom presentation and the researcher found some students' problems in 
speaking as performance in making a presentation. 
 
3. Questionnaire 
 Questionnaires are used to help and make it easier for the researchers to 
know the problems faced by students, and if the respondent is able to answer 
questions independently. The aim of the researchers to distribute questionnaires 
is to find out the complete information about a problem from students. 





to (Cresswell: 2007) the form of the questionnaires are same as the interview 
guide, the form of the questions can vary, namely open ended questions, 
structured questions and closed ended questions.  In collecting the data, the 
researcher will distribute some open ended questionnaires to the third year 
students’ English education departement UIN Alauddin Makassar. 
F. Data Collection Procedures 
The procedures of collecting data in this research as follows: 
 
1. Collection Phase 
At the first step, the researcher asked the students to do presentation in the 
classroom to know what are the problems that faced by the Third Year 
Students’ English Education Departement of UIN Alauddin Makassar. The 
researcher gave five minutes each students to presentate their material that has 
been determined by the students. Furthermore, the researcher took video 
recorder while the students’ held speaking test in making presentation. 
 And the second step, the researcher conducted interview to the students 
who had problems in performance speaking and to know more clearly 
information. The researcher conducted a question and answer directly to the 
students involve with the problem under study. The interview activities carried 
out by first submitting a research permit, confirme the informant's willingness 
to provide the information and conduct interviews. 
 
2. Identification Phase  
 In this steps the researcher identified the data that has been collected, in 
this phase also all of the data collected is recognizing and naming. In this 
phase the researcher has known what are the problems that the students’ 





3. Explanation Phase  
 As the last step, the researcher made a conclusion and result from the 
research and making clear that all of the problems that the students’ faced. 
The researcher explained what kinds of problems that the students’ faced in 
speaking as performance.  
G. Data Analysis Technique 
 For the quantitative data analysis technique, the researcher used SPSS to 
make the data is easy to analysis, SPSS standing for Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences is a commercially 
distributed software suite for data management and statistical analysis (Frey, 
2017). 
 For the qualitative data the reseacher used by two sections there are data 
condensation, and data display. These use to help the researcher easily in 
analyzing the data. 
1. Data condensation 
This step can simplify the data and also minimize the unneeded data to 
explore more. (Huberman, et al., 2014: 8)Data condensation refers to the process 
of selecting, focusing,simplifying, abstracting, and/or transforming the data. In 
this step the researcher may take focus on analyzing the needed data. 
2. Data display 
Summarizing the data by making a display the researcher used matrix to 
summarize the data. The display makes to provide an appropriate and meaningful 





maps, graphs, and figures—whatever works as a practical way to encapsulate the 









FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter particularly presents the findings of the research which are 
presented as data description, and the discussion of the findings reveals argument 
and further interpretation of the findings. The finding of the research deals with 
result of data analysis from students’ problems in speaking as performance in 
classroom presentation, and the second is the result of interview which is showed 
the causal factors of students’ problems in speaking as performance. 
After conducting this research in classroom through a series of speaking test in 
making presentation and interview,the researcher found several main problems of 
students’ speaking as performance especially when they did presentation in 
classroom. The researcher devided into several parts in order to make it easier to 
understand by the reader. 
a. The students’ Problems in Speaking as Performance 
After conducting this research, the researcher found the detail information 
about what the students’ problems of speaking as performance in classroom 
presetantion was linguistic and nonlinguistic problems. There were three problems 
that related to linguistic problems. They were lack of vocabulary, poor in 
grammar, and poor in pronounciation. While, the problems dealt with 
nonlinguistics were fear of making mistake, lack of confident, apprehention to 
other evaluation. The conceptualization  proposed by Horwitz (2011) on speaking 
problems in presentation was used to classify and analyze the six problems that 
students faced in speaking as performance. Linguistic problems also corroborated 
from Spolsky & Hult (2008), generally linguistics comprises the detailed of 

















The precentage of the table showed most problems that dominated students in 
linguistic was lack of vocabulary has frequency 100%, and poor in grammar 
87.5%, while in nonlinguistic was lack of confident 81.25%, whereas poor in 
pronunciation and and fear of making mistake has the similiar frequency 68.75%,  
while apprehention of other evaluation only 20%. The table above showed that 
linguistic problems is used more than nonlinguistic problems.  
 
However, there are students didn’t face nonlinguistic problems but when they 
did presentation they also have linguistic problems. Below, the interview session 
and the result from questionaire explained some problems that faced by students’ 
when they did presentation in classroom. 
R1) 
“Eeh mas-masalah yang saya temui ketika presentasi dikelas, ehh baik itu     
ketika saya speaking atau (jeda berpikir) presentasi dikelas yaitu saya sering 
melupakan isi atau materi ee yang ingin saya katakan, dan takut membuat 
kesalahan ketika saya presentasi”. 
 “The problem of my speaking or my presentation I usually forgot  










 “The problem of my speaking is that when I make a pres entation I 
usually forget what I want to say and fear of making mistake”. 
R3) 
“Ohh iya eeh masalah saya ketika presentasi yaitu penguasaan diri atau kurang 
percaya  diri, eehh kelancaraan dalam speaking saya juga kurang, serta saya 
biasa tidak menguasai materi eeh atau lupa isi materi yang akan saya 
presentasikan, eeh semua itu karena ( jeda) ehh vocabulary saya yang kurang 
sehingga saya tidak mudah menguasai materi”. 
“My problem when I made presentation is lack of self-control and 
lack of confident, fluency in my speaking also lacking, and I usually 
don't mastering the material or forget the contents of the material that 
I will presenting, all of it because my lack of vocabulary so that I do 
not easily mastering the materia”. 
From the statement above, it is obviously seen that lack of confident, self 
conntrol, fear of making mistake have a crucial role in making presentation. 
Hence, it stands to reason to say that the linguistic and nonlinguistic problems are 
problems that are often faced by students when presentation or speaking. 
According to Doris and Jessica (2007) language problems actually serve as one of 
the important reasons behind poor academic performance.These problems may 
become the obstacles for the students to enhance and improve their speaking 
ability.According Youssouf Haidara (2016) Most of the psychological factor 
affecting students’ English speaking performance were manifested by things such 
as fear of making mistakes, and lack of confidence. 
Therefore, after conducting this research the researcher found that 
students' ability in presentation is hampered by linguistic and nonlinguistic 
problems. Although, they want to talk more and longer to explain their material in 
the presentation but they are always hampered by their problems in linguistic 
problems such as grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. as was said in the 







“Ya, eeh tata bahasa selalu menjadi masalah buat saya ketika eeh presentasi 
didalam kelas. (Jeda berpikir) eeh kar-karena jika kita tidak menguasai atau 
eehh tidak mengetahui tata bahasa dengan baik biasanya eeh  akan menjadi 
bahan tertawaan oleh teman-teman ketika presentasi dikelas.”.  
“Yes, grammar is always a problem for me when presenting in class. 
Because if we don't master or don't know grammar properly, usually 
it will be a joke by friends when presentation in classroom”. 
R7) 
 “Yes, grammar is always a problem for me when I did presentation in 
classroom because sometimes the grammar that I say doesn't match 
with the tensestherefore my friends usually laugh because of that and 
it makes me insecure”. 
From the statement above evidently linguistic problems influenced their 
psychological to speak in the classroom, the psychological here include in 
nonlinguistic problems that consist of lack of connfident. Horwitz et al (1986:127) 
claim that “the psychological component contributes at least as much and often 
more to language learning than the linguistic aspect”.Which is mean that 
psychological aspect is related to output process in communication, the students 
with high or strong affective filters will not be receptive to language input or will 
have difficulty in processing it. Moreover, Clements (1993) stated that learning 
difficulties originate from psychological inability and weakness or sharp failure in 
using the verbal and communicative language. 
Moreover, in terms of language competence that affecting students’ 
speaking performance, the researcher found that students’ difficult to mastering 
vocabularies or lack of vocabulary was the most common issue when students’ 





mastering the vocabulary includes pronunciation of words and grammar mastery. 
Moreover, from the table above explained that lack of confident and fear of 
making mistake was the issue that students’ faced in nonlinguistic problems.Lack 
of confident is a kind of feeling where the students attribute their unwillingness to 
participate in every class presentation. They tend to speak the easiest word when 
speaking. 
From the result of interview that the researcher found, all of the problmes 
in speaking as performance especially in prsentation that the students’ faced have 
negative thought adversely affect the students ability to take advantage of learning 
opportunities, affecting students’ ability to see themselves as successful learners. 
It is a complex feeling appraisal concerning the potential and perceived threats 
inherent in certain situation. The information was also strengthened of speaking 
test in making presentation that students’ often read power point slides when did 
presentation in classroom. All of because they lack of vocabulary to speak and 
lack of confidence to display their abilities in front of the audience. 
b. Causal Factors of Students’ Problems in Speaking as Performance 
Generally, there are six causal factors of students’ problems in speaking as 
perofrmance, they are lack of vocabulary, poor in grammar, poor in 
pronounciation, fear of making mistake, lack of confident, and apprehention of 
other evaluation. To find out the causal factor that faced by the students’ in 
speaking as performance the researcher adopted factor from Horwitz (1986:127) 
that in linguitic problem there are three factors that contribute to students speaking 
problems, they are: grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. The linguitic 
problems includes all of the difficulties found in the target language itself 





Heriansyah another factor comes from psychological or nonlinguistic problems 
called: Lack of confident and fear of making mistake. 
For more clearly information about finding of the research, the researcher 
provide table as below: 
 



































The table indicates (-)as sign that the students did not face the problems 
because that factor and () indicates that causal factors of students; problems in 
making presentation. Form the table above showed that only apprehention of other 
evaluation fator was not significantly faced by the students’ in making 
presentation. Almost all the students said that apprehention of other evaluation is 




“Not really, because apprehention of other evaluation from people can 
motivate me to be better as soon as possibble”. 
R11) 
“It"s not a problem for me, because I never pay attention to other people's 
assessment of me as long as I speak”. 
From the statement above, it means some of them didn’t really feel that 
apprehention of other evaluation is not the students’ problems when they did 
presentation in classrom. They make it  be a motivation for them as presenters to 
become even better, even though fear of making mistake has relation with 
apperehention of other evaluation. But students are more afraid of being laughed 
at fear of making mistakes when presenting than apperehention of other 
evaluation from their friends without cause. According to Hieu (2011) and Zang 
(2006) that students feel afraid of the idea of making mistakes as they are worried 
that their friends will laugh at them and receive negative evaluations from their 
peers if they make mistakes in speakingEnglish.Therefore, students’ more afraid 






The conclusion from the causal factors that students’ face in making 
presentation is lack of vocabulary, poor in grammar, and lack of confident are the 
most main reasons of problems in making presentation, next poor in 
pronounciation, fear of making mistake is not the main reasons but problems in 
making presentation are usually appear because of this reasons also. And the last 
apprehention of other evaluation is not the strongly reason of students’ problems 
in making presentation. 
According to the research data, the researcher found that there are five 
main factors that faced by students’ problems in speaking as performance during 
classroom presentation. These five problems divided into two linguistic and non 
linguistic problems which one in linguistic problems students faced three 
problems they are lack of vocabulary, poor in grammar, poor in pronounciation. 
While, in nonlinguistic problems students faced two problems, fear of making 
mistake, and lack of confident. 
When talking about language it is also related to the linguistic and 
nonlinguistic problems, It is obvious that in acquiring a second language also 
influenced by lingistic and nonlinguistic factors. As well as speaking performance 
when using foreign languages, There were five factors derived from linguistics 
and nonlinguistics perspectives. All of these five factors were included in 
interview, and based on the finding, that the students experiences in problems of 
making presentation faced toward those five factors with different degree among 
each students. 
1. Factor Related Lack of Vocabulary 
The data showed that the most dominated students problems when they 
did presentation in classroom is lack of vocabulary, it showed from interview all 





According to Meli Arya Susilawati (2017) vocabulary is one of the factors that 
contribute to speaking problems most of students ever experienced that they do 
not have exact word to express their idea when speaking English.  
R6) 
“Yes, vocabulary is one of the problems that I faced when presentation because 
the vocabulary that I know still lacking”. 
R12) 
“Yes, because if we don’t know the vocabulary we will speak bahasa while 
presentate”. 
From the statements above, it is seen that the students' lack of vocabulary 
has a crucial role in making presentation. The students’ sometimes used wrong 
word choice, mumbled, and stopped talking.Hence, it stands to reason to say that 
almost students' faced lack of vocabulary factors. Even though they know that 
vocabulary is the most important part that needs to be reproduced when making a 
presentation.However, students always underestimate and less practice so they 
face problems when presenting. According to Edward and Vallette (1997: 149) 
vocabulary is one of the important factors in all language teaching. so that, 
students must continually learn words as they learn structure and as they practice 
sound system. 
2. Factor Related Poor in Grammar 
in order to provide understanding to the audience when making a 
presentation, students must also pay attention to their grammar. However, the 
inability of students to master and understand grammar leaves them lacking when 
presenting their material in front of audience. There are 14 out of 16 students 
(87.5%) admitted being poor in grammar cause of they didn't really understand 





when presentations because they will stop talking when following the existing 
grammar. 
R13) 
“Yes, Grammar actually is a problem for me because I didn’t pay attention to 
grammar when presenting because I'm usually afraid to speak when I do that”. 
R12) 
“Yes, because when I explaining while presentation the sentences that I use still 
not correct so that the audience sometimes didn’t understand”. 
 Hence, the statements above it is really seen that stdents’ poor in grammar 
while making a presentation. Moreover, things that inhibit students' speaking 
performance in classroom presentations is poor in grammar, students problems 
experienced dealing with grammar when speaking English. According to Meli 
Arya Susilawati (2017) students ever felt confused when they are speaking 
English because they are not sure which tenses to use, they ever felt difficult to 
follow all rules in using grammar when speaking English, they ever felt confused 
in using modal, idiomatic usage, and article when they are speaking English. and 
it makes them believe that grammar makes it complicated in speaking English. 
3. Factor Related Poor in Pronunciation 
Furthemore, the else problems tha faced by of students’ in speaking as 
performance is poor in pronunciation, students who have problems with 
pronunciation consist in vowel and consonant phonemes, syllable structure, and 
word stress. According to Seidlhofer in M Wildan Habibi (2016) pronuciation is 
the production of significant sound used by a particular language as part of the 
code of the language.  Based on this finding, it showed that pronunciation 
contributes to their speaking problems. In addition, problem that makes students’ 





clearly which makes the word stress changes. They also often repeated the word 
which they feel wrong in their pronounce. As studentens’ statement below: 
R9) 
“Yes, because when I explaining while presentation the audience usually 
doesn't understand what I said and also I often repeat my pronunciation when I 
think my pronunciation isn't right”. 
R8) 
“Yes, because when the pronunciation is not good the audience usually doesn't 
understand what we are saying”. 
R6) 
“Yes, because is important thing to make our friends understand what we 
meanand sometimes mother tongue also dominates most when we presentation 
because we often repeated the incorrect pronunction”. 
 From the statement above it showed poor in pronunciation also plays an 
important role in students’ speaking as performance. Students are demanded to 
have good and clear pronunciation. Since the English students here is the English 
foreign learner, pronunciation problems that affect their English pronunciation, 
the problems are the students who often mispronounce the English words and 
have no motivation to speak like native speaker with total percentage 68.75%, 
difficulty in giving correct words stress towards the English words  and also the 
influence of student’s native language towards their English pronunciation. 
4. Factor Related Fear of Making Mistake 
In addition, fear of making mistake also students’ problems in speaking as 
performance that related to nonlinguistic problems, According to Aftat in 
Mohamed Dalem (2017) fear is linked to the issue of correction and negative 





being laughed at by other students or being criticized by the lecturer. In addition, 
most students felt worry about making mistake when speaking, felt embarrassed 
and afraid when speaking with friends, felt afraid that their friend will laugh when 
they making mistake, and felt under pressure when they speak.therefore, in order 
to avoid making mistake, some students speak in their mother tongue during their 
presentation.  
R1) 
“Eeh iya, saya takut membuat kesalahan dalam presentasi eeh karena ketika 
kita melakukan kesalahan eeh (ada jeda) seperti materi yang kurang baik, 
pronunctiation yang kurang bagus dan salah teman-teman akan menertawakan 
kita”.  
“Yes, I am afraid to make mistakes in making a  presentation because 
when we make mistake such as material that is not good, pronunctiation 
that is not good and incorrect our friends will laugh at us”. 
R14) 
 “Yes, because if we make mistakes we will be ashamed of our friends and 
lecturer”. 
From the statements abve it seen that, The list speaking problems faced 
students of English Education Department  is fear of making mistake.Based on the 
research finding  students got difficulty toward fear of making mistake, most of 
them felt worry about making mistake when presentation, felt embarrassed and 
afraid when speaking in front of audience, felt afraid that their friend will laugh 
when they making mistake, and felt under pressure when they presenting thir 
material.In addition, in order to avoid making mistake, some students speak in 
their mother tongue during their presentation. Fear of making mistake might be 
caused by other factor, that’s why Brown (2001) suggested that it was teacher’s 





environment which support them to speak.Another reasons of fear of mistake is 
that students are afraid of looking foolish in front of other people.  
As argued by Middleton (2009), most EFL students are afraid to try and to 
speak in a foreign language they learn. In this context, students do not want to 
look foolish in front of the class. 
5. Factor Related Lack of Confident 
The next problems as the most problems that students often faced is lack 
of confident it refers to nonlinguistic problems, It is commonly understood that 
students’ lack of confidence usually occurs, it showed when students realize that 
their audience have not understood them or when they do not understand other 
speakers. According to Tsui cited Nunan in Mohamed Dalem (2017) student who 
lack of confidence about themselves and their English necessarily suffer from 
communication apprehension. As statements from the students’ as follow: 
R4) 
“Yes, eeh masalah yang lain yang sering saya eeh hadapi ketika presentasi 
adalah kurangnya percaya diri, karena kepercayaan diri mampu eehh 
mempengaruhi cara saya meenguasai materi”.  
“Yes, Another problem that I often face when presenting is lack of 
confidence, because self-confidence is able to influence the way I 
master the material”. 
R6) 
“Yes, due to lack of confidence can cause blanks at the time when presentation, 
so what has been learned and prepared before is lost due to lack of confidenceI 
also lack of confidence because I often feel friends underestimate me when the 
presentatio”. 
 It seen most students’ faced lack of confedence when they presentation in 
classroom, it is proven in the statement above most students felt blank when they 





confidence problems are the students who are not confident to speak English in 
front of the peoplewith total percentage 81.25%. Students also often feel their 
classmates will underestimate them when they speak English or presentation in 
front of class. Hance, students are often afraid of making presentation in front of  
public or audiences because they lack of confidence confidence.This is also 
confirmed byNunan (1999) says that student who lack of confidence about 
themselves and their English necessarily suffer from communication 
apprehension.This shows that building students’ confidence is an important part 
of lecturer’s focus of attention. This means that the lecturer should also learn from 
both theories and practical experience on how to build the students’ confidence. 
Lastly, even though apprehention of other evaluation do not directly faced 
of students problems in speaking as performance but however it is also a 
supporting factor for students when presenting. Even though students’ said 
apprehention of other evaluation can be a motivate for them to be a good speaker 
soon as possible, but it will have an impact because the more often they get an 
apprehension of evaluation  they will be less confident.  
According to Hieu (2011) and Zang (2006) cited in He and Chen (2010) 
students feel afraid of the idea of making mistakes as they are worried that their 
friends will laugh at them and receive negative evaluations from their peers if they 
make mistakes in speaking English. English is a language used in 
communications, so be better if the students alwys practice their speaking skill 










CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter presents the conclusions and the suggestions of this research. 
onclusions describes students'  problems in speaking as performance in classroom 
presentation at the third year students of English Education Department. Then, 
suggestions taken based on findings and conclusions obtained in this research. 
A. Conclusion 
 Based on the findings and discussion above of 16 respodents in the fift 
semester Englis education Department, for answering the first question “What are 
the students’ problems in speaking as performance?” the researcher concluded the 
main problems tha students’ faced in speaking as performance that come from 
linguistic problems that consist into three factors and nonlinguistic consist two 
factors. After several observation, interview, and speaking test in making 
presentation, the data showed that linguistic problems included lack of 
vocabulary, poor in grammar, and poor in pronunciation. Furthermore, 
nonlinguistic problems also faced by students such as fear of making mistake, and 
lack of confident. In addition, the result of the findings showed that apprehention 
in other evaluation not too problematic for students when making a presentation 
in classroom but it also must be considered that students are not careless to learn 
before making a presentation. Why the reseacher say like that because several 
students’ also still face that problems of apprehention of other evaluation. 
 Next is the conclusion to answer the second question “What are the causa 
factors of students’ problems in speaking as performance?” mos of causal factors 
that students’ often faced when presentation is lack of vocabulary has percantage 






  faced is lack of confidence has percentage 81.25%, while poor in pronunciation 
and fear ofmaking mistake has similiar percentage 68.75%. Even thought 
apprehention of oter evaluation only 20% tht students faced but it also factor that 
students’ faced in making presentation. 
B. Suggestion 
The researcher offers some suggestions as it is needed to minimize 
students’ problems in speaking as performance: 
1. For the students they should realize that awareness may be the first step in 
habituating speaking English because the majority of English users can be 
found in countries where the language is employed as a foreign or second 
language.As for the students, they should gained awareness that speaking 
English is very essential since they are the English students and demanded 
to speak fluenty and accurately toward the target language also in making a 
presentation.Most EFL learners and perhaps some of the teachers believe 
that oral communication problems can be solved through more practices in 
vocabulary and structure, learning and using language in a foreign context 
is strongly connected to the learner’s constructions of self.The result of the 
students’ presentation reflected by their preparation. Students should be 
aware that preparation is needed by all of the students in delivering 
presentation. It is because if they prepare well, and practice a lot before 
presentation it would help even makes them feel comfortable and increase 
their confidence when they delivered their material. 
2. For the lecturer lecturers can do activities like promoting students’ 
awareness of the importance of English, enhancing students’ interest in 
English, and developing their self-confidence.lecturers also can provide 





to converse freely to overcome poor in pronunciation. By doing this, 
students will experience a greater sense of ability to speak English. 
Therefore, lecturer should create a comfortable atmosphere in which 
learners are encouraged to talk in English and are praised for talking.  
3. For the next researcher they can follow up this study or quote this to be 
reference soonand also by investigating another problems like the 
difficulties in making presentation, or factors that influencing students' 
presentation in classroom, or investigating another sub of psycholinguistic 
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Research Preoject of Problems in Performance Speaking (classroom 
presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. 
 
Questions 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang bahasa inggris anda?  
Apa alasan anda? 
 
2. Masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika berbahasa inggris? 
Apa alasan anda? 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang kemampuan anda presentasi dikelas? 
Apa alasan anda? 
 
4. Masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika presentasi dikelas?  
Apa alasan anda? 
 
Linguistic Problems 
5. Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang tata bahasa anda ketika presentasi 
dikelas?  
Apa alasan anda? 
 
6. Menurut anda apakah tata bahasa menjadi kendala ketika anda 
presentasi dikelas? 
 Apa alasan anda? 
 






 Apa alasan anda? 
 
8. Menurut anda apakah pengucapan menjadi masalah ketika anda 
presentasi dikelas?  
Apa alasan anda? 
 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Apakah anda takut membuat kesahalahan ketika presentasi dikelas?  
Apa alasan anda? 
 
10. Apakah kurangnya percaya diri menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi 
dikelas?  
Apa alasan anda? 
11. Menurut anda apakah penilaian orang ketika anda berbahasa iggris 
adalah masalah buat anda?  






















TRANSCRIPT OF STUDENTS’ INTERVIEW 
Name Code : R1 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Proses tanya jawab 
 
Penanya     : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh, baik saya   
Salmawati disini saya akan mewawancari saudara.  
 
Responden : Iya. 
Penanya     : Baiklah, kita mulai pertanyaan pertama.  
Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang bahasa inggris anda?  
 
Responden : Eeh ya (Sementara Berpikir) 
 
Penanya     : Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh, bahasa Inggris saya saat ini masih berada pada tahap 
pengembangan, atau humm atau bisa dikatakan masih kurang. 
Alsannya, karena saya masih perlu banyak latihan ee dan belajar 
untuk meningkatkan tata bahasa inggris saya.  
 
Penanya       : Ehehe, baiklah pertanyaan kedua. Masalah apa yang biasa anda 
temui ketika berbahasa inggris? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh, masalah saya dalam eee masalah saya ketika berbahasa inggris 
yaitu (pertama)  masalah vocab, ehh (jeda berpikir) iya saya masih 
sangat kekurangan kosa kata,  emm eh yang kedua, masalah 
grammar, terkadang saya selalu terbata bata mengingat structure saat 
berbicara. 
Penanya      : Baik, yang ketiga; Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang kemampuan 
anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeeh kem kemampuan saya dalam pesentasi dikelas itu  masih 
kurang, karena saya masih kekurangan kosa kata dan ee kurang ilmu 
tentang grammar. 
Penanya     : Umm ok yang keempat ya sekarang, Masalah apa yang biasa anda 
temui ketika prese presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh mas-masalah yang saya temui ketika presentasi dikelas, ehh baik 





saya sering melupakan isi atau materi ee yang ingin saya katakan dan 
takut membuat kesalahan ketika saya presentasi. 
Penanya     : Oh iya heheh, ee kemudian nomer lima. Bagaimana pendapat anda 
tentang tata bahasa anda ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : ee apa namanya masih sangat kurang, karena saya kurang menguasai 
tentang grammar dan hal-hal yang berkaitan dengan grammar. 
Penanya     : Oh iya, ee kemudian Menurut anda apakah tata bahasa menjadi 
kendala ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Iya, ee karena ketika saya presentasi di kelas saya masih kurang 
memperhatikan tentang tata bahasa ee apa namanya atau tenses, 
modals dan lain-lain. 
Penanya     : Nah, kemudian ee nomer tujuh Menurut anda apakah kosa kata 
menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Iya, karena eeh saya masih kekurangan kosakata dan malas 
smenghafal kosa kata. 
Penanya     : Kemudian nomer delapan, menurut anda apakah pengucapan menjadi  
masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh iya, Tentunya, karena pengucapan saya eeh tidak seperti dengan 
rule yang ada, sehingga eeh teman-teman saya tidak mengerti 
dengan apa yang saya ucapkan. 
Penanya     : Kemudian, kita beralih ke ee nomer sembilan. Apakah anda takut 
membuat kesahalahan ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh iya, saya takut membuat kesalahan dalam presentasi eeh karena 
ketika kita melakukan kesalahan eeh (ada jeda) seperti materi yang 
kurang baik, pronunctiation yang kurang bagus dan salah teman-
teman akan menertawakan kita. 
Penanya      : Iyaa, ok baik eeh kemudian kita melangkah ke nomer sepuluh. 
Apakah kurangnya percaya diri menjadi masalah ketika anda 
presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh iya, karena saya sering melupakan isi eeh materi yang ingin saya 





Penanya      : Ok, kemudian menurut anda apakah penilai eeh penilaian orang 
ketika anda berbahasa iggris adalah masalah buat anda? Apa alasan 
anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh (berpikir sejenak) tidak, karena penilaian dari orang lain eeh 
dapat menjadikan saya lebih baik dan lebih giat lagi untuk belajar. 
Penanya     : Oh iya terimakasih atas waktu anda eehh lebih dan kurangnya mohon 
dimaafkan. 






























TRANSCRIPT OF STUDENTS’ INTERVIEW 
Name Code : R2 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Proses tanya jawab 
 
Penanya     : Baik kita langsung saja ya wawancaranya hehehe, Assalamualaikum 
arahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.  
 
Responden : Iye kak heheh, Waalaikumussalam.  
Penanya     : Baiklah, langsung saja pertanyaan pertama.  
Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang bahasa inggris anda?  Emm dan 
apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : (Mengambil Nafas sejenak) ehh bahasa inggris saya eeh masih agak 
kurang, karena saya kurang memahami pelajaran bahasa inggris, 
eehh apalagi tentang grammar dan speaking.  
 
Penanya       : Ok baiklah kita ke pertanyaan kedua. Masalah apa yang biasa anda 
temui ketika berbahasa inggris? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Mas-eehh Masalah pada pemakaian emm structure kalimat yang 
benar, dan bagaimana pengucapannya. 
Penanya      : Baik, yang keberapa tadi?  
 
Responden : Sekarang nomer tiga kak. 
 
Penanya     : Oh heheh iya Sorry.  Ok Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang 
kemampuan anda presentasi dikelas? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeeh sangat kurang, (jeda sejenak) eehh apalagi dalam menggunakan 
bahasa inggris atau speaking, eeh saya masih belum bisa karena saya 
kurang menyukai grammar heheh. 
Penanya     : Oh iya ok, selanjutnya; Masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika 
prese presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eehh masalah pada speaking saya, ee ketika saya presentasi itu saya 
biasa lupa apa yang ingin saya katakan. 
Penanya     : Baik, eeh kemudian nomer selanjutnya. Bagaimana pendapat anda 
tentang tata bahasa anda ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 





sekali speak English dengan baik ketika presentasi. 
Penanya     : Oh iya, kemudian selanjutnya menurut anda apakah tata bahasa 
menjadi kendala ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
 Responden : Iya, (batuk) eehh menjadi kendala buat saya, eehh karena saya 
sering lupa apa yang akan saya katakan ketika berbahasa inggris. 
Penanya     : Baik, eeh nomer tujuh Menurut anda apakah kosa kata menjadi 
masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Menjadi masalah, eehh iya karena saya masih sangat kekurangan 
kosa kata. 
Penanya     : Nomer delapan, menurut anda apakah pengucapan menjadi  masalah 
ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Masalah, eeh karena saya sering salah mengucapkan kosa kata, 
sehingga sering salah makna hehehe. 
Penanya     : Kemudian, kita ke ee nomer sembilan. Apakah anda takut membuat 
kesahalahan ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Tidak, karena dalam berbahasa inggris harus berani eeh meskipun sa 
eeh- salah dalam pengucapan atau kalimatnya. 
 
Penanya      : Ok baik kita melangkah ke nomer sepuluh. Apakah kurangnya 
percaya diri menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa 
alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Tidak, eehh karena saya sangat percaya diri saat presentasi dikelas. 
Penanya      : Baik, kemudian menurut anda apakah eeh penilaian orang ketika 
anda berbahasa iggris adalah masalah buat anda? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : (Berpikir sejenak) Bukan masalah, eehh karena penilaian dari orang 
lain bisa eeh menjadi motivasi untuk mengembangkan skill saya. 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah eeh cukup sekian wawancara hari ini terimakasih atas 
partisipasi adik hehehe. 







TRANSCRIPT OF STUDENTS’ INTERVIEW 
Name Code : R3 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Proses tanya jawab 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah, Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh, langsung 
saja kita mulai wawancaranya. 
 
Responden : Siap kak. 
Penanya     : Kita mulai pertanyaan pertama. Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang   
bahasa inggris anda?  Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : (Jeda sementara Berpikir) eehh masih sangat buruk, eeh terutama 
dalam hal speaking, ka-karena eeh ketika saya ingin mengeluarkan 
pendapat eeh atau pada saat presentasi saya susah untuk 
mengungkapkanya. 
 
Penanya       : Ok pertanyaan kedua, masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika 
berbahasa inggris? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : eehh masalah vocabulary, eeh karena saya sering lupa bahasa inggris 
yang ingin saya sampaikan ketika presentasi eeh (jeda) ya dan saya 
kurang percaya diri. 
Penanya      : Pertanyaan ketiga, bagaimana pendapat anda tentang kemampuan 
anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Masih kurang, eeh karena sa eeh saya masih sering membaca teks, 
ketika presentasi dan lupa eehh sering lupa apa bahasa inggris kata 
yang ingin saya keluarkan. 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah selanjutnya, Masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika prese 
presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Maksudnya? 
 
Penanya      : Masalah ketika presentasi ehh atau sejenis kendala dek. 
 
Responden : Ohh iya eeh masalah saya ketika presentasi yaitu penguasaan diri 
atau kurang percaya  diri, eehh kelancaraan dalam speaking saya 
juga kurang, serta saya biasa tidak menguasai materi eeh atau lupa 
isi materi yang akan saya presentasikan, eeh semua itu karena ( jeda) 






Penanya     : Well, eehh kemudian. Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang tata bahasa 
anda ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Saya eehh tidak terlalu memperhatikan tata bahasa eehh ketika 
presentasi, ehh (jeda) yang penting saya menjelaskan materi yang 
ingin saya sampaikan. 
Penanya     : Baiklah eehhh kemudian menurut anda apakah tata bahasa menjadi 
kendala ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Ehh tidak, kar-karena kalau presentasi atau speaking eeh saya tidak 
memperhatikan atau tidak mempermasalahkan eehh tata bahasa, 
yang penting saya berbicara dan audience paham dengan apa yang 
saya bicarakan. 
Penanya     : Kemudian eehh nomer selanjutnya, menurut anda apakah kosa kata 
menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Iya,  eeh kalau tidak tahu apa eeh bahasa inggrisnya anu-ehh saya 
sering mengucapkannya kedalam bahasa indonesia saja. 
 
Penanya     : Oh begitu yah, kemudian selanjutnya. Menurut anda apakah 
pengucapan menjadi  masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa 
alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Pengucapan? Apa kak? 
 
Penanya     : Iya pronunciation dek.   
 
Responden : Hehhe oh Iya, karena pengucapan saya belum bagus saya masih 
sering salah eeehh pronoun atau salah dalam menyebutkannya. 
Penanya     : Kemudian, kita beralih eeh kepertanyaan selanjutnya. Apakah anda 
takut membuat kesahalahan ketika presentasi dikelas? Eeh apa 
alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Yes, eeh itu yang membuat saya kurang berbicara eeh dan kurang 
percaya diri pada saat presentasi. 





masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh Iya, karena saya takut salah dan eeh banyak memikirkan hal-hal 
yang negatif ketika presentasi. 
 
Penanya      : Kemudian menurut anda apakah penilaian orang ketika anda 
berbahasa iggris adalah masalah buat anda? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Tidak, itu yang membuat saya har-haruus eeh meningkatkan bahasa 
inggris saya eeh agar lebih baik lagi kedepannya. 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah terimkasih atas kerja samanya. 



























TRANSCRIPT OF STUDENTS’ INTERVIEW 
Name Code : R4 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Proses tanya jawab 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah langsung saja yah ke sesi wawancara, sebelumnya 
terimakasih karena telah meluangkan waktu adik.  
 
Responden : Hehehe Iya kak sama-sama. 
Penanya     : Kita mulai pertanyaan pertama.  
Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang bahasa inggris anda?  Dan apa 
alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Bahasa inggris saya eeh sekarang ini masih berada pada tahap eeh 
pengembangan, (jeda berpikir) karena kosakata yang saya tahu eehh 
masih sedikit, sehingga saya masih belum fasih dalam bahasa iggris.  
 
Penanya       : Selanjutnya, masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika berbahasa 
inggris? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eehh masalah saya dalam berbahasa inggris yaitu eehh ketika saya 
bingung dalam memilih kata yang pas, eeh atau sesuai dalam 
berbicara bahasa inggris, karena itu terkadang berbicara jadi eeh 
tersendat karena pemilihan kata. 
Penanya       : Yang ketiga; Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang kemampuan anda 
presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden :(Berpikir beberapa detik) ke-kemampuan saya dalam presentasi 
dikelas eeh bisa dikatakan satu tahap eeh diatas speaking saya, 
artinya eeh saya sudah mampu presentasi eeh dengan  baik karena 
saya eeh apa yah eeh mengkonsep apa yang akan saya presentasikan.  
Akan tetapi yang menjadi masalah saya ketika saya presentasi eeh 
pemilihan kata yang disebutkan sebelumnya, (ada jeda) eeh saya 
pusing, saya bingung, eehh terkadang apa yang yang harus saya 
katakan agar  pas atau sesuai dengan tata bahasa eehh sehingga 
audience dapat dengan mudah mengerti apa yang saya katakan. 
 
Penanya     : Sekarang, Masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika prese presentasi 
dikelas? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Masalah yang biasa saya temui eeh ketika saya presentasi dikelas 





dibawah eeh semua yang ingin saya katakan sudah ter-terancang 
dengan baik, tetapi ketika saya eehh berada didepan tiba-tiba yang 
saya rencanakan blank semua. Karena itu menjadi eeh apa namanya 
mas-masalah saya dan kemudian yang kedua itu adalah media yang 
kurang memadai. 
Penanya     : Begitu yah, jadi bagaimana pendapat anda tentang tata bahasa anda 
ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Emm eeh ketika saya presentasi dikelas itu yang menjadi pokok 
persoalan pertama saya yaitu eeh diksi, artinya pemilihan kat-kata 
(jeda batuk) eeh bersangkut paut dengan tata bahasa eeh sehingga 
tata bahasa saya ketika presentasi dikelas masih kurang atau dibawah 
rata-rata. 
 
Penanya     : Kemudian menurut anda apakah tata bahasa menjadi kendala ketika 
anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeeh iya, karena saya belum menguasai eeh tentang tata bahasa 
dalam bahasa inggris atau grammar, eeh artinya saya belum terlalu 
mengetahui tentang hal tersebut.  
Penanya     : Nah, kemudian eehh selanjutnya. Menurut anda apakah kosa kata 
menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Ya, karena ketika saya eeh presentasi didepan kelas dan ada kalimat 
yang ingin saya utarakan dan saya tidak mengetahuinya, eeh itu 
menjadi masalah buat saya ehh karena saya tidak tahu kosakatanya 
dalam bahasa inggris, sehingga saya hanya membahasa 
indonesiakannya saja. 
 
Penanya      : Kemudian nomer delapan, menurut anda apakah pengucapan 
menjadi  masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Iya, pronunciation bisa menjadi eeh apa eeh permasalahan yang 
sangat fatal karena eeh ketika pengucapan saya salah saya harus 
memperbaikinya eeh dengan pengucapan yang benar, (ada jeda) 
sehingga ketika saya mengulaginya terus itu akan membuat 
konsentrasi saya menjadi pecah. 





ketika presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeehh iya, sebenarnya saya tidak takut akan tetapi saya eeh khawatir 
apabila materi yang saya sampaikan itu eeh tidak sampai kepada eeh 
atau tidak dimengerti oleh audience dengan baik. 
Penanya      : Baik eeh kemudian kita melangkah ke nomer sepuluh. Apakah 
kurangnya percaya diri menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi 
dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Yes, eeh masalah yang lain yang sering saya eeh hadapi ketika 
presentasi adalah kurangnya percaya diri, karena kepercayaan diri 
mampu eehh mempengaruhi cara saya meenguasai materi 
 
Penanya      : Terakhir, kemudian menurut anda apakah penilaian orang ketika 
anda berbahasa iggris adalah masalah buat anda? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh tidak, saya tidak terlalu memikirkan eeh apa pendapat orang 
tentang saya ket-ketika saya presentasi, emm ehh karena itu bisa 
membangun saya atau menjadikan saya lebih baik lagi.  
 
Penanya     : Baiklah, terimakasih dan sekian untuk wawancara hari ini. 
 



















TRANSCRIPT OF STUDENTS’ INTERVIEW 
Name Code : R5 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Proses tanya jawab 
 
Penanya     : Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh. Disini saya akan 
mewawancarai saudari heeheh, mohon kerjasamanya yah. 
 
Responden : Wa’alaikumussalam iye kak.  
Penanya     : Baiklah mari kita mulai, bagaimana pendapat anda tentang bahasa  
inggris anda?  Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Bahasa inggris saya masih kurang, karena bahasa inggris saya tidak 




Penanya       : Baiklah selanjutnya, masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika 
berbahasa inggris? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Mas-masalah grammar dan eeh tidak lancar dalam eehh speaking 
english, (jeda) eehh sehingga pada saat berbicara atau presentasi 
saya eehh kesusahan untuk menjelaskan materi. 
 
 
Penanya       : Selanjutnya yan ketiga; Bagaimana pendapat anda tentang 
kemampuan anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : eemm masih perlu ditingkatkan, karena kadang eeh ketika saya 
presentasi eeh menggunakan bahasa inggris masih kurang baik. 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah masalah apa yang biasa anda temui ketika prese presentasi 
dikelas? Dan apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Maasalah eehh yang saya hadapi ketika presentasi yaitu eehh tentang 
penguasaan materi (ada jeda) kelancaran dalam speaking eeh dan 
tidak percaya diri. 
Penanya     : hehehe ok dek, jadi bagaimana pendapat anda tentang tata bahasa 






Responden : Eehh kurang, karena teman-teman saya eeh kadang tidak mengerti 
dengan struktur kalimat yang saya ucapkan. 
 
Penanya     : Ok, menurut anda apakah tata bahasa menjadi kendala ketika anda 
presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Ya, eeh tata bahasa selalu menjadi masalah buat saya ketika eeh 
presentasi didalam kelas. (Jeda berpikir) eeh kar-karena jika kita 
tidak menguasai atau eehh tidak mengetahui tata bahasa dengan baik 
biasanya eeh  akan menjadi bahan tertawaan oleh teman-teman 
ketika presentasi dikelas. 
Penanya     : Baiklah, kemudian eehh selanjutnya. Menurut anda apakah kosa kata 
menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeehh iya, karena eeh kosa kata menjadi poin penting eehh ketika 
berbicara atau eeh presentasi dikelas dan eehh saya masih belum 
mengetahui banyak kosa kata. 
Penanya      : Kemudian selanjutnya, menurut anda apakah pengucapan menjadi  
masalah ketika anda presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh tidak menjadi masalah, karena kalau eeh mempermsalahkan 
tentang pengucapan yang benar eeh sa-saya tidak bisa menjelaskan 
materi dengan baik. 
Penanya     : Selanjutnya, apakah anda takut membuat kesahalahan ketika 
presentasi dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Iya,  karena eeh ketika (ada jeda) eeh membuat kesalahan dalam 
kelas itu eeh akan membuat saya jadi malu dan eeh tidak bisa untuk 
berbicara atau eehh menjelaskan lebih banyak lagi dalam presentasi. 
 
Penanya      : Eeh, kemudian kita melangkah ke nomer selanjutnya. Apakah 
kurangnya percaya diri menjadi masalah ketika anda presentasi 
dikelas? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Eeh iya, karena eeh ketika saya melakukan presentasi biasanya saya 







Penanya      : Terakhir, kemudian menurut anda apakah penilaian orang ketika 
anda berbahasa iggris adalah masalah buat anda? Apa alasan anda? 
 
Responden : Iya, eeh karena eeh penilaian buruk dari orang lain dapat membuat 
saya eeh down a-atau kurang percaya diri untuk tampil eehh didepan 
umum lagi. 
 
Penanya     : Baiklah, terimakasih nah atas waktuta 
 































Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R6 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English I guess medium, because I struggle when trying to speak 
even though I have memorized a lot of vocabulary. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  Problems in speaking English because I get difficulty when trying to 
speak fluently. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: I think it's still less, because sometimes I got blank when explaining 
while presentation and my pronunciation are still unclear. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : Problems with pronunciation and suddenly blank when the 






5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still not enough, because when explaining during the presentation my 
sentence structure was still ambiguous and still needed improvement. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Not really, as long as I make the audience understand what I 
explained the grammar is not a problem when presentation. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, vocabulary is one of the problems that I faced when presentation 
because the vocabulary that I know still lacking. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because is important thing to make our friends understand what 
we mean and sometimes mother tongue also dominates most when we 
presentation because we often repeated the incorrect pronunction.  
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because when we make mistakes while presentation it will 
reduce our confidence to appear again in public, it  different when others judge 
our presentation is bad without making mistakes that will be a motivation for us 
to further improve our skills. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes, due to lack of confidence can cause blanks at the time when 
presentation, so what has been learned and prepared before is lost due to lack of 
confidence I also lack of confidence because I often feel friends underestimate 







11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: Not really, because the evaluation from other people will be 

























Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
 
Name Code : R7 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note:My English is just so so  or can be said lacking, because I still can't 
understand when other people speak English. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note: The problem is in vocabulary because I get difficulty in memorizing 
and it is not consistent in memorizing vocabulary.    
Students’Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note:can be said less, because I still can't use full English when class 
presentations. 
4. What problems do you encounterwhen presenting in classroom?  
Note:My problems when I presentation are vocabulary, grammar and lack 









5. What do you think of your grammar when presenting in classroom? 
Note: It still needs to be fixed because I don't understand the grammar 
problem for speaking, and how it use in speaking so I think my grammar still 
needs to be fixed 
6. What do you think of your grammar? is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note: Yes, grammar is always a problem for me when I did presentation in 
classroom because sometimes the grammar that I say doesn't match with the 
tenses therefore my friends usually laugh because of that and it makes me 
insecure. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary? is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, it is very problematic, because to speak English we have to have 
enough vocabulary to memorize but because I am not consistent in memorizing 
vocabulary so vocabulary is one of the problems for me when presenting. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation? is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: It's not a problem, because we are not native speakers so we can still 
be understood when there is missunderstanding. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because the chance of getting a perfect score from a lecturer 
decreases when we make mistakes in a presentation. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
NoteYes, because I often experienced lack of confidence when in the 
beginning of the presentation.  
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note:Very problematic, because the assessment of people will reduce my 





Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R8 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English still not good, not fluent and still needs to learn to 
improve it,  because I don't know too much about English anymore. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  The problem that I encountered was the fluency in English was very 
lacking, it was difficult to  put out the word with the correct pronunciation 
because I still felt it's always wrong. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: Still not good, because when explaining the material during the 
presentation I was still not fluent in English or often forget the vocabulary that I 
have to say. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem about the fluency in speaking and mastery of the 
material, because I still often confused when answering questions from friends  






5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still lacking, because my friends are still often confused by what I 
say when presenting. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, because if our grammar not good when speaking the audience 
will not understand what we are conveying. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because my vocabulary is still lacking so when I presentation in 
using English I often use Bahasa. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because when the pronunciation is not good the audience usually 
doesn't understand what we are saying.  
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: No, because I can't know anything new or learn if I'm afraid of 
making mistakes. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes, because everything that I have learned or prepared for the 
presentation is lost when my turn to explain. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: No, I didn't dispute the judgment of others against me while 
presenting. 
 






Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R9 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English is still less, not fluent and still needs to learn because I 
have not been able to master four skills well. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  I still can't speak properly, because I still lack of vocabulary. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: Still not good, because my speaking skills still lacking when making 
presentation I also often forget the vocbulary that I want to say during the 
presentation. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : My problem when presenting is I often getting pause when 
explaining during presenting because I don't know the  English from the words 







5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still less, because the sentence structure that I said when the 
presentation was still ambiguous and incorrect. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, because speaking fluency when presentation is affected by 
grammar. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because I can't mastery the vocabulary well so it makes me less 
fluent when explaining the material in the presentation. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because when I explaining while presentation the audience 
usually doesn't understand what I said and also I often repeat my pronunciation 
when I think my pronunciation isn't right. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: No, because I consider that presentation is a process of learning and 
practicing to be fluent in speaking. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes, because everything that I have learned or prepared for the 
presentation is lost when my turn to explain. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: No, because suggest and judgment from others plays a big role in 








Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R10 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: Still not enough, because when I speak English I still didn't pay 
attention of the grammar or vocabulary. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  My vocabulary still lack of vocabulary, because when I speak 
English I  often combine with speak in bahasa. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: Still not enough, because I'm still not good when explaining the 
material, and lack of vocabulary. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : My problem when presenting is vocabulary and grammar, because 
the vocabulary that I know is still less and the sentence structure that I say 










5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still less, because when explaining during the presentation my friends 
are still confused about what I explained. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, because grammar is one of the things that must be considered 
when speaking or presenting in public. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because my vocabulary mastery is still lacking so I still stammer 
when explaining or getting pause when I speak  English. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: No, because I can't speak or explain in public if I specify the 
pronunciation is right or wrong. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: No, because I presume that presentation is a process for adding skills 
or learning to appear in public. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : No, because I can still overcome my nervousness when presenting in 
classroom. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: No, because advise or judgment from others plays an important role 








Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R11 
Sex   : Male 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: Still less, because I can't speak English well, my grammar knowledge 
is still lacking and also the vocabulary that I memorized . 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  The problem I face when speaking English is grammar because I find 
it very difficult to understand so well, hence I can't speak properly. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: When the presentation I felt fluently even though when speaking I 
had problems but I was still confident. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem I encountered during the presentation was when 
explaining the material because my grammar knowledge always wrong, my 






5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still lacking, because I often find it difficult to arrange sentences that 
are good and synchronous when speaking or explaining during a presentation. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, because as I explained before, it is very difficult to speak well 
and according to its function because my grammar knowledge is very minim, 
so when making a presentation I explains what I know, it doesn't follow the 
existing grammar rules. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, it is very problematic and very influential when I presentation 
because the vocabulary that I know is still lacking. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: That's right, because pronunciation is often an obstacle for me when 
making a presentation. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, I'm afraid to make mistakes in classroom because if we make 
mistakes again during the presentation we will definitely be laughed at. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : No, because I can still control my nervousness when explaining the 
material during class presentations. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: It"s not a problem for me, because I never pay attention to other 







Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R12 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: Yes, because if we don't know what the English, we will speak 
Bahasa when presenting English lessons. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  So many problems, the first is lack of confidence and lack of 
vocabulary that I memorized. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: My presentation skills in class are good, because when I master the 
material well and study well I feel fluent in explaining the material. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem that I often encounter in the class as I explained earlier 
is a lack of confidence, and lack of public speaking so that when I face 







5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still lacking, I often combine English and Bahasa because I often 
have difficulty in composing a good sentence structure when speaking or 
presenting. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, because when I explaining while presentation the sentences that 
I use still not correct so that the audience sometimes didn’t understand. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because if we don’t know the vocabulary we will speak bahasa 
while presentate. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because pronunciation is an important point when explaining in 
making a presentation. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, I am afraid of making mistake and the most that I fear is when I 
didn't master the material during the presentation so that the messages to be 
conveyed are not conveyed properly. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes of course it is a problem, because before I make a presentation I 
master the material, but when it is my turn to explain I often blank and nervous. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: Not a problem for me, because people's judgment as a motivation for 







Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R13 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English language is still average because there are a lot of 
vocabulary that I don't understand especially about academic word 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  The problem that I usually encounter when speaking English is 
vocabulary when I speak I can't speak too much because the vocabulary that I 
know is still lacking. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: It's still lacking because I often nervous or lack of confident 
especially when the audience is focused with me. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem that I often encountered is when I get nervous I often 









5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still less, because sometimes what I say didn't appropriate or the 
sentence structure is unclear. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, Grammar actually is a problem for me because I don't pay 
attention to grammar when presenting because I'm usually afraid to speak when 
I pay attention to grammar . 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, vocabulary is a problem for me when making a presetation, 
because vocabulary has important points when we speak and as I said before, 
the vocabulary that I know is still less, so when I answer the question during 
the presentation I often combine to answer it. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: pronunciation is not a problem for me, because when I speak or 
presentation I only focus on what I want to explain. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Not a problem for me, because everyone who is still learning will 
definitely make mistakes so it is not problem for me. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes of course it becomes a problem, because when we feel lack of 
confident we will feel nervous when explaining so that what we want to convey 
to the audience not delivered. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  








































Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R14 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English is still lacking, because I still haven't mastered four skills 
in English. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  The problem that I encountered while speaking English was lack of 
confidence and lack of vocabulary when speaking. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: My ability is still lacking, because I often use Indonesian language 
when making a presentation in classroom. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem I encountered during the presentation was lack of 
vocabulary so when I explained when presentation I often combined it with 










5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still less, because I have not able to speak properly using correct 
sentence structures during presentations. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, grammar becomes an obstacle when making a presentation 
because I have not been able to put sentences and tenses properly according to 
their function. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, vocabulary is a problem when presentation, because the 
vocabulary that I know is still lacking. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because when our pronunciation is not good and clear the 
audience does not understand what we are explain about. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because if we make mistakes we will be ashamed of our friends 
and lecturer. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes, of course it's a problem, because the success of presentation it 
depends on our mastery when explain the material. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: Not a problem for me, because it will help me to be better when 







Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R15 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English is still average, because I can't speak like a native 
speaker. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  The problem that I encountered in speaking I still not fluent in 
English, especially when  making a presentation and audience ask me a 
question by using English I usually didn't understand and I answer  with 
combined it by speak in bahasa. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: Still average because as I explained before that the reason is I am not 
too fluent in speaking because is lack of vocabulary. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem of my speaking is that when I make a presentation I 









5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still average, because I don't pay too much attention to grammar 
when presentation. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes, because mastery of tenses, good sentence structure is lacking. 
So I am often constrained when presenting. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you presenting 
in classroom? 
 Note: Yes, because I still lack of vocabulary so I still speak improperly 
when presenting and often see notes or read power points. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because when the pronunciation is unclear, the audience will not 
understand what we explain when the presentation in classroom. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because when making mistakes in a presentation it will reduce 
our score points which will be given by the lecturer. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes, of course it is a problem, because when we lack of confidence 
we will get blank when explaining the material. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  









Questionnaires of Problems 
in Performance Speaking (classroom presentation) 
Directions: the researcher give eleven statements ask how you feel in 
performance speaking. The researcher interested with your opinion and 
expectation of it, to be friendly as to  answer that question provided here. Don’t 
worry about the similiar statements to other, all you need to do is to rate the extent 
to which the statement describes you in the space to the left of each item and 
record your first impressions without analyzing the statements closely. Please use 
the following scale: 
Name Code : R16 
Sex   : Female 
Major  : English Education 
Students’ Problems in Speaking 
1. What do you think of your English Speaking?  
Note: My English still average, because I can't speak as fluently as native 
speakers and the vocabulary that I know is still less. 
2. What problems you encountered when speaking English? 
Note:  The problem I encountered when I speaking English is lack of 
confidence and lack of vocabulary so I'am often embarrassed to speak English. 
Students’ Problems in Making Presentation 
3. What do you think of your presentation in classroom?  
Note: still average, because I often read when making a presentation. 
4. What problems you encountered when presenting in classroom?  
Note : The problem that I encountered in making presentation is I often face 
blanks when I start explaining, often forgetting the vocabulary that I want to 










5. What your opinion of your grammar when presentate in classroom? 
Note: Still average or arguably also lacking because I often speak or 
presentation it does not match the rules that exist in the grammar. 
6. What do you think of your grammar is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom?  
Note:  Yes ofcourse, because grammar is one of the important points when 
speaking and the structure of sentences that I still unorganized like verbs and 
tenses that not match. 
7. What do you think of your vocabulary is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, that's right, because I still lack of vocabulary so I am not fluent 
in speaking during presentations. 
8. What do you think of your pronounciation is it a problem when you 
presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because A good or correct pronunciation will make the audience 
understand of what we explain. 
Nonlinguistic Problems  
9. Are you afraid of making mistakes when presenting in classroom? 
Note: Yes, because I will be nervous and embarrassed when I make 
mistakes in class during the presentation. 
10. Is lack of confidence be a problem when you presenting in classroom?  
Note : Yes of course, I often blank when I feel nervous in a presentation so 
that what I explain does not match of what I learned before. 
11. Do you think that apprehention of other evaluation when making a 
presentation in classroom is a problem for you?  
Note: Not really, because that would be a motivation for me to learn to 
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